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THE ATTENTION WE GIVE TO WHAT IS BEING INVENTED

Here, we are watchful of that which appears as unknown: at the heart of the project of the TJP − Centre 

Dramatique National de Strasbourg Grand Est, the Rencontres Internationales Corps-Objet-Image are 

a prime setting for research and experimentation.

Students in art school, artists, researchers and educators will get to know each other, to situate 

themselves, take sides… within an apparatus that creates conditions for collaborative work and 

collective intelligence. Christophe Le Blay and Michael Cros are the architects, with the support of the 

entire CDN team.

Here, we know that we don’t know. Transference takes place horizontally, and operates by way of 

pertinent applications of the intuition and the senses. A language is invented day by day in the meshing 

of attempts and experiments.

Around the 6 laboratories made up of students from each participating school, gravitational spaces 

are organized: artists and researchers attend the experiments, stimulate or bear witness, through the 

interplay of the matter-made-agents, the correspondents, and the tracing lab.

Offered as a starting point to each of the labs, six materials, raw or prepared, are an invitation to create 

worlds with a becoming that will resonate in the Echoes’ Chamber.

Worlds will be invented, carried by imaginaries that reassign roles, between human and non-human 

agents; worlds that are out of the ordinary, in that they do not simply fit into either denomination.

Here, acts of attention toward what we do not know make discovery possible.

                                                                                                                                  Renaud HERBIN

 

ÉDITO  
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IN THE TRACKS OF THEATRES OF ATTENTION

As if it were a rare commodity, or perhaps even an endangered species, the resource will be at the centre 

of this coming edition of the Rencontres Internationales Corps-Objet-Image (RICOI). What serves as 

a resource nowadays for a young artist, a research professor, or an established artist? How can such 

a resource foster edge effects between contrasting disciplinary fields, and open up the way to the 

possibility of new forms and explorations emerging? How do we pay attention to these unpredictable 

and, at times, neglected manifestations that move us? How do we cultivate them, assimilate them, live 

with them?

Responding to the call of the Centre Dramatique National’s mission, spaces at the intersection of theory 

and practice are springing up across the city of Strasbourg—a multiplicity of hosts to cross-cultural 

creativity, soon to be graced by a wealth of international participants (Czech Republic, France, Germany, 

Israel, United Kingdom). These are spaces that promote openness and investigation, and enable a plural 

and communal research process to take place. 

”Research cannot be taken for granted. We must be attentive to it. Research is not a complacent 

withdrawal into oneself when it is open to new ways of envisaging the act of writing, in a movement 

that ends in sharing with the audience. The need to invent alternative models demands that we create 

conditions conducive to the emergence of what may come to be: an echo chamber of the world, in 

which unprecedented connections are established, making us available and hospitable to the life forces 

of contradictory points of view.”*

The RICOI have set out to investigate, cultivate and invent alternative attention regimes in their creation 

of contexts that foster confrontation, discovery and recognition. These contexts are born out of the 

encounter of practitioners of transdisciplinary arts engaged in issues related to Corps-Objet-Image 

matters. Engagement is of interest here. RICOI participants are invited to explore sites in Strasbourg 

and the surrounding area, as a multitude of fields of inquiry sharing in the city’s social and cultural 

realities. The participants will find their bearings navigating the floor populated by the objects and 

materials travelling through and affecting the world of contemporary puppetry (anthropomorphic, 

organic, formless…). This edition of the Rencontres will bring into play over forty students from a variety 

of international art schools, and a vast array of artists, researchers, professors and different disciplines 

melding arts and sciences. The whole endeavour is supported by the TJP Centre Dramatique National 

Strasbourg Grand Est, in partnership with scientific and cultural structures interested in this original 

process combining research and creativity.

At the heart of RICOI, an encounter with the unknown intensifies the need to decrypt, analyse, provoke, 

sustain, object, follow, surprise, learn, to mistake, to keep, throw, choose… the list could go on of 

actions demanding attention open to the unpredictable. Emotions are at the service of the proposals 

generated by these encounters: to be moved by a material’s properties, qualities, and mobilities. The 

materials as we envisage them, through the entire spectrum of the presence they assume in the Corps-

Objet-Image triangulation, urge us to no longer place the human figure at the center, but rather to be 

face to face with them, to be with them. New modes of approaching one another are invented, in order to 

establish a connection, to reactivate, and replay it, and, in so doing, to get to know and recognise each 

other. Every potential is present in this interrelationality demanding all of our attention.

 

“Attention is not a given, it engages desires, challenges, and apparatuses. Its ecology demands that 

we learn to redistribute our attentions collectively in such a way as to relearn to ‘make ourselves pay 

attention’ [faire attention].”

To make ourselves attentive to objects and materials’ ways of being and doing is to also recognise their 

ability to “generate spaces of uncertainty and liberty*”. Being able to let the material watch us. Making it 

possible for a language to arise. To build a shared grammar that, by virtue of its articulations, generates 

narratives: a creative force to defend as a collective.

STATEMENT OF INTENT



THEATRES OF ATTENTION AND COSMODELIA

The Corps-Objet-Image journal  is  a  peridisciplinary  publication gathering artists and researchers 

to explore the plural territories and thoughts of the contemporary performing arts scene. The  journal’s  

fourth  issue, Theatres of Attention, celebrates  the  practitioners  of  attention  whose  practices  

disrupt  and  change the scene of our attention regimes, and cultivate new realms of attention. The 

main argument « Cosmodelia — Scenes of Attention » is signed by Jérémy DAMIAN, head of the 

editorial board. Beginning with the capturing of attention by capitalist forces, the article proceeds  to  

explore  the  reinvestments  of  the  question  of  attention  which  translate  into  gestures  that  Jérémy  

DAMIAN  has  dubbed “cosmodelic”. These gestures of attention temporarily and tenuously call 

for, “instaure” and compose inhabitable cosmoses. To give rise to the possibility of new attentions 

is, tenuously, to give rise to other possible worlds.

• Thematic introduction by Jérémy DAMIAN – Monday April 8, 1:30 pm

• Programming a film by Vincent MEESSEN, One.Two.Three – Tuesday April 9, 9:00 pm

• Presence of the COI journal editorial board members : Emma MERABET, Julien BRUNEAU et  

 Jérémy DAMIAN, researchers within the Tracing Lab

• Invitation made to Martin GIVORS and Clémentine CLUZEAUD to attend the RICOI

A GREAT WITNESS : DIDIER DEBAISE

The invitation of Didier DEBAISE, a pragmatist philosopher, as a Great Witness of the Encounters 

puts the resource and more particularly fundamental research at the heart of the apparatus. The 

questions he intends to address at his conference, based on an idea formulated by the American 

psychologist and philosopher William JAMES, require particular attention to the diversity of ways 

of making a world and a shift in perspectives. These questions will find a particular echo after a day 

of immersion of the philosopher in the RICOI apparatus and the observation of the work and research 

processes, during the Interlabs (internal presentation of work). Before the last day of the laboratory and

RESOURCE

Over the course of six intensive days, students, artists and researchers will be on the lookout for, and 

looking after, the materials of an organisation in construction, starting from this experience of relationality. 

They will take note of, refer to and describe these environments interacting with one another. It will be 

less a matter of seeking to resolve great societal and terrestrial problems and rather, of working within a 

given constraint, establishing an understanding around a common line of work, as well as showcasing 

work processes during scheduled discussion and exposure times. The data created and collected is 

free to flow, from the laboratories to its collection and presentation on the TJP Grande Scène (main 

stage), through the accompanying artists’ and their residency spaces, to the resources on line… no 

matter the distance.

The RICOI bring to light this field of possibility, in the form of collaborative laboratories, as myriad 

connections to a professional, relational and social future. Of the material and these formative 

experiences, figures may appear. What stories are to be told? How might they feed into the central 

theme of «Théâtres de l’Attention», the COI Journal’s 4th installment?

Michaël CROS and Christophe LE BLAY, November 2018.

* Renaud HERBIN “Avoir lieu. Ce que permet l’institution”, in CULTURE et RECHERCHE N°136, 

Recherche en scène, Ministère de l’Enseignement supérieur et de la Recherche, Autumn – Winter 2017. 

** Jérémy DAMIAN “Cosmodélie - Scènes de l’attention”, opening article of the COI Journal’s fourth 

installment, November 2018.



its opening to the public, this conference will act as a new theoretical contribution to stimulate and equip 

students in their experimental processes.

• Meeting and exchanges with the designers of the Encounters and coordinators of the Body- 

 Object-Image platform and journal

• Attendance to the Interlabs over the course of which the students will share the progress of  

 their weekly work at their respective exploration sites – Friday April 12

• Conference-debate Speculative narratives. How do stories compose worlds ?  – Friday  

 April 12, 7:00 pm

RETROACTIONS AND ARTISTS’ CORRESPONDENCES 

The resource is not just about fundamental research. Within the CDN project, it is also developed, 

matured and circulated together with and by artists. It is thus activated in this context of the Encounters 

and gains in prominence. Six artists from the Body-Object-Image Platform, Yngvild ASPELI, Gaëlle 

BOURGES, Eric DENIAUD, Renaud HERBIN, Patrick SIMS, Élise VIGNERON are the actors, at 

distance, through correspondence, before and during the Encounters, of interference on this theme of 

attention.   

These Artists-in-correspondence will interact with one of the 6 Student labs throughout the week for 

3 scheduled moments:

• Sending of a research question as a track to follow on the Theatres of Attention, on the basis  

 of the Student labs’ matter-made object ; free-form format of this statement : text, image, sound, f 

 ilm – Monday April 8

• Answer to a question sent by the students (together with a state of play on their research   

 progress) - Wednesday April 10

• Skype conversation on the evolution of the research questions they went trough over   

the week, in view of their Interlab presentation the next day – Thursday April 11

• Club R Matter Agency – Monday April 8, 2:30 pm ; Matter-made agents’ speech to explain their 

proposal and address one or more exploration issues and themes to participants

• Presentation of each matter-made object on site, kick off and warm-up process – Monday April 8

• Work on the matter-made objects by the Student lab, in autonomy ; the Matter-made agents 

will have access to the experiments through social networks or during the public presentation of the 

work – Saturday April 13, 4:00 pm 

MATTER - MADE OBJECTS

Each Student lab is assigned a unique matter-made object. Vector of the comings and goings between 

thought and sensitive play, proposed by artists or scientists, the matter-made is the tangible resource 

of the Student’ labs research and experimentation. 

Chosen for their variable of scale, quality, property and contours, these matter-made objects are organic, 

chemical, electronic... formless, zoo - or anthropomorphic. 

Wiebke DRENCKHAN, 
in collaboration with
Sébastien ANDRIEUX et 
Gaël GINOT

Paulo DUARTE

Collectif EXCELLANDO, 
Benoît VERJAT and 
Alexis de RAPHELIS

Dominique NITKA
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& Ondine TRAGER

David SECHAUD
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// 
Yngvild ASPELI

// 
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// 
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// 
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Centered around the Theatres of Attention theme, the Tracing Lab unfolds throughout the week 

as a meeting point of the RICOI apparatus’ variety of vectors. 

A laboratory given to the observation, as well as the documentary and fictional formulation 

of the diverse practices of the Student Labs, it makes it possible to observe and interact with the 

six Student Labs’ experimental processes. 

It is a space of analysis, exchange as well as of giving things a shape, through the collection (in open 

labs, interlabs, and public presentation) and playing back of sound, whose formulation, implementation 

and circulation will be realised in collaboration with Spencer BAMBROUGH, responsable for the 

linguistic resource, Liisa ROZIKOVA, interpreter, as well as Clémence BUCHER and Thomas 

LASBOUYGUES, the artists in charge of the radio apparatus in the RICOI’s Echoes’ Chamber.

Besides the radio and the linguistic resource, the RICOI artistic coordination team, the COI journal 

editorial board, as well as three students of Master SPEAP (Sciences Po Paris) and three others of 

Masters ACAS & APAM (Unistra) ensure the continuum of the thinking and making throughout 

the week.  

Beyond this permanent hard core, the Tracing Lab is a porous apparatus, with a variable geometry 

able then to integrate newcomers over the course of the research: 

- Direct participants : Matter-made agents, Artists-in-correspondence, Great Witness

- Invited researchers 

- Partners and Schools’ resource persons, (artists-) pédagogical referents

- Body-Objet-Image platform artists 

Through its mission of formulation and qualification, the Tracing Lab contributes, for the benefit of all, to 

feeding the resource as well as sharpening critical eyes. 

ECHOES’ CHAMBER

A central place for communication and moderation, confrontation and resource, assembly 

and deployment, the Echoes’ Chamber (known as «CHEC») is the headquarter of the Encounters.

Installed on the stage of the TJP Grande Scène, it has been designed in collaboration with David 

SECHAUD.

As a counterpoint to the diversity of the Student labs’ sites (TJP Petite Scène, Théâtre National de 

Strasbourg, Haute École des Arts du Rhin, Seismology Museum, Zoological Museum), the CHEC 

allows to centralise the interrogations and the traces of the experiments. Each Student labs’ 

spatializes the current state of their research by exhibiting selected pieces of work in progress, by a way 

of a variety of digital media and tools.

It is also the attachment and working place of the Tracing Lab.

The Echoes’ Chamber acts as a sounding board shared between lab participants, researchers, artists 

and also the public. It casts light on and feeds the processes of knowledge exchange implemented 

within the International Encounters. It is a space of merrymaking and of singular and collective 

interrogation alike. 

Echoes will be carried beyond the chamber through social networks and the TJP resource website 

www.corps-objet-image.com.

TRACING LAB



Friday April 12, 7:00pm (1h30) | Conference - debate by the Great Witness Didier DEBAISE

Speculative narratives. 

How do stories compose worlds ?  

Researcher at the Belgian National Fund for Scientific Research (FNRS) and professor in the 

department of contemporary philosophy at the Université Libre de Bruxelles (ULB), Didier DEBAISE is 

the Great Witness of the Encounters. 

During a conference-debate, his intentiion is to give meaning to the idea formulated by the American 

psychologist and philosopher William JAMES that we should think of the world as a set of «personal 

lives (which can be of different levels of complexity, whether superhuman, or infrahuman, or human), 

knowing each other in different ways [...], evolving and changing truly through their efforts and trials, 

and making the world through their interactions and cumulative successes». 

How can we account for these multiple lives without reducing them to a purely human 

perspective? What stories do they tell and how can we make ourselves sensitive to the 

precariousness of their stories? 

Saturday April 13, 4:00 pm (1h30) | Public presentation of the Student labs’ works 

The Encounters’ participants showcase in public the progress of the research conducted behind 

closed doors in the six labs over the course of this intense week of exchanges and experiments. 

Will the spectators’ eyes act as ultimate stimuli ?  

TJP Centre Dramatique National Strasbourg - Grand Est

Grande Scène | 7 rue des Balayeurs

Free admission subject to availability
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The Department of Alternative Theatre and Puppetry is oriented at a range of theatre forms, from puppet 

theatre via site specific and street theatre all the way to the devised theatre. The studies are based, on 

the one hand, on the many years of practice of teaching puppetry in the academic environment, and, on 

the other hand, on the concepts rooted in theatre avant-garde and “open theatre” movement. Our main 

focus is on the teamwork (a close directorial collaboration with set designers and actors) and on finding 

a personal, individual style. 

The study is grounded in the theatrical research oriented on the functioning relationship of the separate 

elements: actor, space, costume, object, light, sound, text. We are developing a metaphoric approach 

to theatre with the stress on the visual metaphor, and – with it – on the functional scenography of 

the highest artistic degree. We also develop various approaches to acting, especially those using 

improvisation and authorial acting. 

This is also connected to examining the relationship between acting and an object or a puppet, 

linking the actor’s action to live music, multimedia or to the elements of physical/movement theatre. 

We are leading the directing students to an authorial approach to text (the student of directing or his 

collaborators are writing the script themselves) while stressing the non-literary elements of a production 

(puppets, scenography, music, projections).

Referent Linda DUSKOVA – Pedagocical referent, teacher in the Department 

Students Rufina BAZALOVA, Natálie RAJNISOVA, 

Zuzana SCERANKOVA (Scenography)

DEPARTMENT OF ALTERNATIVE
THEATRE AND PUPPETRY

PRAGUE - CZECH REPUBLIC
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DAMU - ACADEMY OF PERFORMING ARTS    damu.cz

LONDON - UNITED KINGDOM

The MA Performance Design and Practice course at Central Saint Martins in London, aims to produce 

independent practitioners creating theatre which acknowledges the expanding and contested field 

of performance.  Therefore, conventions surrounding the aims and objectives for theatre and the role 

of writer, designer, director and performer are interrogated and challenged. As is appropriate for the 

context of an art school, the visual is considered as equal to the written/verbal. As is appropriate for 

the context of Central Saint Martins, the course encourages the exploration of new forms of practice, 

criticality and restlessness : what is the context for contemporary performance ? Who are the audience 

? What is its purpose ? 

Opportunities within the curriculum for students to create performance-based practice in a variety 

of contexts facilitate a wide range of approaches. Tutor lead analysis of these experiences, continue 

throughout the course, enabling each student to locate/contextualise and articulate their individual 

practice.

Alternative models of practice are demonstrated by visiting practitioners which students are encouraged 

to analyse, be influenced by, challenge, contest or even reject in relation to their own practice.  They 

are also expected to reflect on the influence of their personal and cultural histories. The learning and 

teaching methods are aligned with the course aim in that they are designed to produce a graduating 

cohort of independent practitioners. 

Referent Michael SPENCER – Course Leader

Students Kit HILL, Jui-Pei YU, Anqi ZHAO

UAL - CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS

MA PERFORMANCE DESIGN
& PRACTICE COURSE    www.arts.ac.uk
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Founded in 1857 the State University of Music and the Performing Arts Stuttgart is the oldest and - 

with almost 800 students – the biggest University of Music in Baden-Wurttemberg. Located along 

Stuttgart’s “Culture Mile”, the university is very important to Stuttgart and the surrounding region, not 

only as a university but also as a concert promoter and cultural center. The university is organized into 

four faculties and eleven institutes. With respect to the performing arts (opera school, theatre, visual 

theatre – puppetry and animation, spoken arts) the university benefits from its own theater (Wilhelma 

theater) that is part of the university. 

The Puppet Arts Department is a place of teaching and research, developing what contemporary 

puppetry stands for, based on different techniques. The management team of this department offers 

a specific training concept through the experimentation of new approaches. Studies find their primary 

impetus in materials. Material, object, puppets and bodies are invited into the game whether on stage, 

in front of the camera or in various open spaces. The student’s autonomy and responsibility are at the 

centre of this process. It is a question of giving him broad and solid perspectives, of providing him 

with the tools necessary for the development of his artistic research.The objective is to promote the 

creative and expressive potential of the student’s personality and to provide critical support and thus 

train innovative artists who will shape contemporary theatre and the art world.

Referents Julika MAYER, Stephanie RINKE – Professors et members 

of the Puppet Department Direction Board 

Students Anne-Sophie DAUTZ, Solène HERVE, Annina MOSIMANN, 

Liesbeth NENOFF, Adeline RÜSS, Anniek VETTER (2nd year)

HDMK - STAATLICHE HOCHSCHULE

STUDIENGANG 
FIGURENTHEATER         hmdk-stuttgart.de               

 STUTTGART - GERMANY
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The School of Visual Theatre is a groundbreaking art school founded in 1986. Over the past 30 

years, SVT developed a unique interdisciplinary artistic pedagogic approach, offering an alternative 

to conventional ideas about creating art and nurturing a new generation of artists that have deeply 

influenced artistic creation in Israel.

The school aims to train independent artists for whom inter-discipline, visual expression and performance 

constitute a worldview while encouraging critical thought, personal active and innovating artistic practice.

Hence, the SVT aspires to expose its students to a multiplicity of artistic realms, believing that 

encountering a variety of skills enriches their creative language. The students are offered a space for 

learning, practical tools and theoretical knowledge in a broad range of disciplines: stage art – theatre, 

performance, and dance; visual art – painting, sculpting, puppetry and installation; and digital art – 

cinema, sound, and video.

To encourage the students to venture into independent research and aspire to develop their own 

personal unique and innovative creative language, the school combines group study and personal 

tutoring that nurtures each individual according to their own needs and artistic leanings.

 

Referent Maya LEVY– Director

Students Achinoam MENDELSON (2nd year), 

Lilla ROMA WIESSELBERG (3rd year), Adi HELMAN (4th year)

SVT

SCHOOL OF 
VISUAL THEATRE          visualtheatre.co.il

JERUSALEM  - ISRAEL
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The Cnac is a higher education, resource and research establishment created in 1985 by the ministry 

of Culture. Nearly 400 artists from 35 different countries have graduated from the Cnac, and are now 

major players on the international contemporary circus scene.

The Cnac is the Higher education with a higher education establishment authorized to deliver the Dnsp 

(national higher professional diploma), set up in partnership with the Enacr in Rosny-sous-Bois, and a 

BA equivalent, set up with the University of Picardie Jules Verne ; a professional integration unit with a 

group graduation show and personal help on individual student projects.

The Cnac isntoo a lifelong learning with lifelong learning in the performing arts for artists and technicians, 

teacher training, delivery of the national teaching diploma in the circus arts, validation of acquired 

experience (VAE).

It’s too a research and resource centre, in association with the Bibliothèque nationale de France, with 

an audio-visual production unit, open to all and welcoming researchers. It also works in research and 

innovation in the field of circus arts and has created the chaire ICiMa Circus and Puppet Innovation 

chair) in partnership with the IIM de Charleville-Mézières (International Puppetry Institute). The Cnac 

is a well-established international reference and aims to be at the cutting edge of educational, artistic 

and technical innovation, to serve its students, researchers and circus professionals, as well as the 

performing arts in general.

Referents Virginie JORTAY – ENSAC and CIP Director, Cyril THOMAS 

– Research and Development Officer

Students Giuseppe GERMINI, Erwan TARLET

ENSAC - CNAC

ÉCOLE NATIONALE SUPÉRIEURE 
DES ARTS DU CIRQUE                cnac.fr 
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For over 30 years now the École Nationale Supérieure des Arts de la Marionnette (ESNAM) has 

dedicated itself to the training of puppeteer actors by choosing to be a school for creation. It is a great 

good fortune for this school – the first and only school for the initial training of puppeteers in France – to 

be situated at the heart of the Institut International de la Marionnette, where research, education and 

creation continuously intertwine by way of its different activities. It is thus nourished by this continual 

reflection upon puppetry arts, by these exchanges and interactions.

After being selected on the basis of an entrance examination, for a period of three years the students 

attend an intensive and diversified training specific to the school’s objectives, namely: the training of 

high-level professional puppeteers capable of understanding and practicing puppetry arts in all their 

expressive diversity and contemporary requirements.

These ambitious objectives are implemented by way of an in-depth programme that combines acquiring 

mastery of theatrical techniques and puppet construction, design and production of performances, 

experimentation and creation under the direction of masters, with the support of artist mentors, 

sometimes in the secrecy of the workshop, sometimes on stage before an audience.

Referents Nathalie ELAIN – Academic coordinator, Philippe SIDRE – Director

Students Emily EVANS, Zoé LIZOT, Jeanne MARQUIS, 

Sayeh SIRVANI (11th promotion, 3rd year)

ESNAM - IIM                                  
ÉCOLE NATIONALE SUPÉRIEURE 
DES ARTS DE LA MARIONNETTE  marionnette.com

CHÂLONS-EN-CHAMPAGNECHARLEVILLE-MÉZIÈRES
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The Higher school of dramatic art of the Théâtre National de Strasbourg is a national school of 

professional training under administrative supervision of the Ministry of Culture and Communication. 

Ever since its establishment in 1954 by Michel Saint-Denis, the School has had two distinctive features :

its existence is inseparable from that of the theatre and they share the same premises and infrastructure ; 

its educational approach is that of interdisciplinarity: within the same year (or “Group”), the School trains 

actors, stage managers-creators, stage-costume designers, directors, playwrights.

Stanislas Nordey has been directing the Théâtre National de Strasbourg and the School since 2014. This 

context of close collaboration between the School and a national theatre run by a director is decisive for 

the training: because they are in the theatre, the students of the School are always aware of the artistic 

dynamic and technical activity of the TNS. The presence of associate artists, of regular collaborators, as 

well as a technical and administrative team involved in an artistic project, helps to strengthen these links, 

be it through the internships supervised by the members of the artistic or technical team, or through 

the more informal exchanges inherent to the theatre life. Conversely, the presence of students and the 

existence of educational research broaden and boost the artistic project of the TNS.

Referent Dominique LECOYER – Academic Director

Students Juliette DE BEAUCHAMP (Group 45 - Dramaturgy), 

Louise DIGARD (Group 45 - Scenography), Simon-Elie GALIBERT 

(Group 45 – Stage Direction), Felix PHILIPPE (Group 45 - Stage technical 

management), Simon DROUART (Group 44 - Stage technical management)

THÉÂTRE NATIONAL DE STRASBOURG

HIGHER SCHOOL
OF DRAMATIC ART               tns.fr         
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MA exerce in choreography has an emphasis on research and experimentation, and is open to other 

artistic disciplines and fields of thought. It follows the trajectory of artists-researchers by encouraging 

the exploration of all dimensions of the choreographic field: conception, creation, dissemination and 

public performance. 

Initiated in 2011 in collaboration with Paul-Valéry University in Montpellier, MA exerce is, since 2013, 

the only academic program in France to support artists who author their own projects and researches 

in dance. One of its unique features is that it dovetails with the activities of the Centre Chorégraphique 

National de Montpellier, thereby giving students-artists-researchers immediate access to current 

developments in international choreography. 

 

Referent Anne KERZERHO – Academic Director 

Student Lisanne GOODHUE

ICI - CCN MONTPELLIER 
& UNIVERSITÉ PAUL VALÉRY MONTPELLIER

MASTER EXERCE             ici-ccn.com              

STRASBOURGMONTPELLIER
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As a public establishment, HEAR provides higher education courses (equivalent to Bachelor’s and 

Master’s degrees) in visual arts (Art, Art–Object, Graphic Communication, Design, Textile Design, 

Information Design, Illustration, Scenography) and music (classical, ancient and contemporary music, 

jazz and improvised music). Based in Mulhouse and Strasbourg, HEAR prepares its students to become 

autonomous creators, authors and musicians capable of interpreting and inventing artistic languages.

Phonon is a transdisciplinary workgroup in Sound Art. Sound is considered in its essence, but is also 

combined with other media and other practices. Transdisciplinarity can be expressed and experienced 

through voice, writing, performance, noise, field-recording, composition, live music, radio (FM, streaming), 

installation, sound in scenography, and video.

Referent Philippe LEPEUT – Art Professor, Phonon-Lab

Students Garance CLAMEN, Matthieu FUENTES, Jeanne L’HOMER

HAUTE ÉCOLE DES ARTS DU RHIN

PHONON LAB                     hear.fr

As a public establishment, HEAR provides higher education courses (equivalent to Bachelor’s and 

Master’s degrees) in visual arts (Art, Art–Object, Graphic Communication, Design, Textile Design, 

Information Design, Illustration, Scenography) and music (classical, ancient and contemporary music, 

jazz and improvised music). Based in Mulhouse and Strasbourg, HEAR prepares its students to become 

autonomous creators, authors and musicians capable of interpreting and inventing artistic languages. 

The scenography department questions the way the issues of space and (re) presentation cross 

over into various fields of contemporary creation. Although the theatre remains the structural axis of the 

classes, students often quit conventional performance spaces in order to question and practice what, 

in virtual urban spaces but also in contemporary art and the museum, is an active field of theatricality. 

As it is based in an art school, the teaching of scenography at HEAR is trans-disciplinary, in regular 

interaction with other artistic and musical practices. The workshop develops authorial viewpoints that 

are unusual or atypical. The graduation diploma is thus a rare opportunity to initiate projects outside the 

existing codes of (re)presentation and to freely experiment with issues related to spaces and fiction.

 

Referent François DUCONSEILLE – Co-coordinator of the Scenography Department 

Students Clémence CHIRON, Margaux MICHEL, Léo MOREAU

HAUTE ÉCOLE DES ARTS DU RHIN

SCENOGRAPHY               hear.fr



Founded by Bruno Latour and directed by Frédérique Aït-Touati, the Programme d’expérimentation en 

arts politiques (SPEAP) brings together some twenty artists (choreographers, directors, visual artists, 

architects, graphic designers), academics (anthropologists, sociologists, linguists, philosophers, 

historians, lawyers, scientists) and young professionals (engineers, journalists, members of the political 

or associative world) each year. Within this school, they compare their knowledge and methods 

on concrete issues raised by society. Since its inception in 2010, this program has trained a body 

of students from both the arts and social sciences who have learned how art invents new political 

engagement through the invention of collaborative forms in the public space. 

 

Associated with numerous partner institutions (Harvard University, EnsadLab, ERG de Bruxelles), 

SPEAP has been operating as an academy in residence at the Nanterre-Amandiers Theatre since 2014. 

The work is organized in different forms: intensive weeks bringing together all the researchers, research 

time in groups to test investigation and restitution systems, conferences and performances open to the 

public, meetings with other schools and invited artists.  

 

Referents Frédérique AÏT TOUATI – Academic Director, Emanuele COCCIA – Referent of the 

commission project for the SPEAP pedagogical committee

Students Gaëlle GRIVOIS PORTE, Jade TANG, Manuel VARESE CABRERA

SCIENCES PO PARIS   
MASTER SPEAP              sciencespo.fr 

How can we talk about the performing arts in order to convey its challenges to a variety of audiences ? How 

to write about the performing arts in order to highlight its immediate interest for a contrasted readership 

? Within the Faculty of Arts of the University of Strasbourg, the Master of Performing Arts aims to initiate 

students - whether they are destined for teaching, research, mediation, production, journalism, artistic 

practice, etc. - to the development of a living wording for a live performance.

To this end, students participate, during their training, in seminars, workshops and laboratories led 

by teacher-researchers and professionals (artists, structure directors, administrators, managers, public 

relations officers, etc.), in collaboration with structures in the Greater East Region. 

The students’ training is completed by an internship in a professional environment and the writing of a 

research thesis. 

The Master of Performing Arts is divided into two courses :

- Critical Approaches to the Performing Arts (ACAS);

- Performing Arts Policy and Mediation Approaches (APAM).

 

 

Referent Sylvain DIAZ – Master Responsable

Students Chenjing BAI, Lara DUPUIS, Marion FOUQUET,  

Malvina HERITIER, Emilie LAJOUX

UNISTRA FACULTÉ DES ARTS

MASTERS ART OF THE SCENE  arts.unistra.fr
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The Jardin des sciences is a cultural department of the University of Strasbourg dedicated to the 

sharing of scientific knowledge with various audiences. Its activities are diverse in the field of cultural 

mediation of scientific knowledge and are developed in Strasbourg and the Alsacian territory.  The Jardin 

des science also managed a Planetarium in connection with the Astronomical Observatory, develope  

educational actions towards schools audiences and coordinate at university scale the conservation, 

inventory and accessibilty of historical heritage and collections. Its aim is to apprehend science in its 

cultural and societal dimension, in a playful and creative way in order to allow a large audience to better 

appropriate the scientific knowledge, enhance their curiosity and concern with its role in society and 

become actor in the production of knowledge.

Thematic collections, diverse and fascinating exhibitions: the eleven museums of Strasbourg constitute 

one of the most extensive cultural heritages in France. Frequented by more than 650,000 visitors in 

2018, the museums offer an almost encyclopaedic approach to the history of art and knowledge from 

Prehistory to the present day, and have more than 2 million works, objects and specimens. A rich array 

that takes on meaning when it is shared communicated and explained. For this reason, throughout 

the year, the museums diversify their programming and develop multifaceted educational and cultural 

programs.

JARDIN DES SCIENCES            jardin-sciences.unistra.fr

MUSÉES DE LA VILLE 
DE STRASBOURG                                musees.strasbourg.eu
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YNGVID ASPELI  Artist-in - Correspondence

Yngvild Aspeli, artistic director of Plexus Polaire, develops a visual universe that gives life to the most 

hidden feelings. The use of life-sized puppets is at the centre of her work. But the double presence of 

the actor-puppeteer, the music, light and video, are all equal elements creating an expanded language 

to communicate the story. She has created : Signals, Opera Opaque, Cendres and Chambre Noire. She 

is now working on the adaptation on Moby Dick.

SPENCER BAMBROUGH  Linguistic resource responsable

He graduated with a degree in Social Anthropology from SOAS, University of london. This was an 

occasion for him to carry out research on language, semiotics and ontology in the context of the 

humanities. Due to this background, he is drawn to engage in a diversity of encounters. This carries him 

towards the practices of music, dance and cinema which he materialises through a diversity of artistic 

projects. Since 2013, he has been a TJP regular, as interpreter and English-French translator (COI 

Biennial, RICOI...).

GAËLLE BOURGES   Artist-in-Correspondence

Choreographer, dancer, she has a work that shows a pronounced inclination for references to art history, 

and a critical relationship to the history of representations. She signed, among other things, the triptych 

Vider Vénus (Je baise les yeux / La belle indifférence / Le verrou), Un beau raté, A mon seul désir, 

Lascaux, Conjurer la peur, Ce que tu vois, Le bain et Revoir Lascaux. She has a degree in «Somatic 

Education through Movement» - Body-Mind Centering School and is involved in theoretical issues in 

dance. 

JULIEN BRUNEAU    Researcher – Tracing Lab 

Dancer, choreographer and visual artist, he is based in Brussels. His work explores the interactions 

between interiority and community, through various forms that often combine movement, drawing and 

words: dance performance, exhibition, artist publication, laboratory... He also contributes to the field of 

artistic research, notably within the online platform oralsite.be, the editorial board of the COI journal and 

as author and publisher for various books. 

STAKEHOLDERSPARTNERS



CLÉMENCE BUCHER    Radio referent – Tracing Lab 

As a comedian, she leads workshops (theatre, video, radio and writing) whose forms vary according to 

the audience, and performs shows rather outside theatre venues. She has directed short documentaries 

and works as an assistant director at Radio France’s fiction department. She has developed a strong 

taste for ephemeral radio and is working towards designing projects contributing to social transformation 

through artistic practice.

CLÉMENTINE CLUZEAUD  Researcher – Tracing Lab 

After graduating in theatre and philosophy, she continued her studies in scenography at the HEAR, from 

which she graduated in 2012. She works alongside artists who place space and object at the heart of 

their research (La Machine, Ilotopie, Les Frères Chapuisat). Creating installations and performances, 

she co-founds Milieu de Terrain, a scenography collective. She is preparing a thesis at the Montaigne 

Humanités, Bordeaux doctoral school (CLARE): «Can scenography do work of art for itself? ». In the 

frame of this research, she is hosted in residency at the TJP.

MICHAËL CROS  Artistic co-designer and co-coordinator

A transdisciplinary artist, in performances he involves bodies, whether alone or in relation to their 

environment, and to do so, he combines the arts of puppetry, contemporary dance and digital arts. A 

graduate of the Beaux-Arts of Marseille and Lyon, he founded La Méta-Carpe in 2003 to develop his 

arts and sciences projects. Since 2012, he has been closely associated with the Corps-Objet-Image 

project.

JÉRÉMY DAMIAN   Researcher – Tracing Lab

As an anthropologist, his research leads him to map out collective practices related to aberrant 

sensorialities. With the organisation Pli sur Pli, he tries to build environments favourable to the 

coexistence of academic knowledge, somatic practices and contemporary writing. He defends his 

thesis in 2012: Interiorities / Senses / Consciousness – somatic experiments of Contact Improvisation 

and Body-Mind Centering. A companion of the TJP, he contributes to the COI journal since its 2nd issue 

and is the editor-in-chief since its third one. He participated to the Encounters in 2017.

DIDIER DEBAISE    Great Witness 

Researcher at the Belgian National Fund for Scientific Research and professor in the department 

of contemporary philosophy at the Université Libre de Bruxelles, he is the co-founder, with Isabelle 

Stengers, of the Constructivist Study Group GECo. His main fields of research are the contemporary 

forms of speculative philosophy, theories of the event and the relations between Anglo-American 

pragmatism and French philosophy. He is the author of : Un empirisme spéculatif, Le vocabulaire de 

Whitehead, L’appât des possibles, Vie et expérimentation, Philosophie des possessions.

ÉRIC DENIAUD    Artist-in-Correspondeance 

A graduate of the ESNAM, he has participated as a director, performer, puppet builder and manipulator, 

or set designer, in numerous projects with the companies Drolatic Industry, S’appelle Reviens, the artists 

J-L. Heckel, P. Griselin, M. Visniec, the CNSAD of Paris, Al Mawred al Thaqafi in Cairo, the National 

Puppet Theatre of Vietnam, the Kaze Theatre in Tokyo... Active on projects in Lebanon, he settled there 

in 2007, created the Kahraba Collective and in 2011, the Nehna wel Amar wel Jiran festival. In 2017, with 

Aurélien Zouki, he took over the management of Hammana Artist House near Beirut.

WIEBKE DRENCKHAN    Matter-made Agent 

After studying physics and mathematics (Germany, New Zealand), she obtained her PhD in physics in 

2004 at Trinity College (Ireland). She worked for 10 years at the Laboratoire de Physique des Solides in 

Orsay and then for the CNRS at the Charles Sadron Institute in Strasbourg. Her research is dedicated 

to understanding the physical properties of dispersed systems, such as foams and emulsions, in liquid 

or solid form. She regularly leads projects between art and science and works in her spare time as a 

scientific illustrator.



PAULO DUARTE    Matter-made Agent

A graduate of the Beaux-Arts of Porto and of ESNAM in France, he co-directed the Pseudonymo 

company until 2006 and then joined Là Où - Marionnette contemporaine, which he co-directed 

alongside R. Herbin and J. Mayer until 2011. He collaborates with R. Paska, J. Baixas, Z. Paré, Baro 

d’Evel, the CRWTH/François Sarhan collective, Théâtre de l’Entresort, Enver’s/B. Gasnier, J. Pataki. 

He founded MECANIkA Company in 2012. His work encompasses staging, scenography, painting, 

sculpture, engraving, performance, video, installation, and puppetry in the broad sense.

 

EXCELLANDO / BENOÎT VERJAT & ALEXIS DE RAPHELIS    Matter-made Agents 

A collective created in 2014 by Alexis de Raphelis and Benoît Verjat, turns cinema and writing of 

stories into a performative art. The explorations of these researchers and practitioners in art, design or 

architecture lead them to connect a butō dancer and micro-algae, tell the story of a square of artificial 

turf or documenting the flooding of a floating university. Each attempt to investigate a new situation calls 

for new modes of narration and hybrid visual representations that recompose the steps of the making 

of documentary films (writing, filming, editing, projections, etc.) in order to involve broader collectives.

MARTIN GIVORS    Researcher – Tracing Lab  

A Qi Gong practitioner, dancer and doctoral student, he explores the ecological and regenerative 

powers of choreographic creation at the crossroads of dance studies and anthropology. For his thesis, 

he carries an ethnographic work with the artists of the show Fractus V by Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui. He 

co-organises a series of workshops and conferences on the thoughts and practices of energy in the 

performing arts. Co-founder of the Equinox Collective, he created the «Pérégrinations (infra)ordinaires» 

in 2019, based on a field investigation on rituals.  

RENAUD HERBIN    Artist-in - Correspondence and Artistic director 

Puppeteer, graduate of the National Superior School for Puppetry Arts, he is the director of the TJP-

Centre Dramatique National de Strasbourg - Grand Est since 2012. He continues his research on the 

presence of bodies in relation to figurative puppetry and/or moving matter, at the crossroads of the 

choreographic field and that of the visual arts. He develops at the TJP the interrelations between body, 

object and image.  

THOMAS LASBOUYGUES  Radio referent – Tracing Lab 

Graduated from HEAR in 2011, he develops research around storytelling, language and communication 

tools through installations, audiovisual and sound creations and performances. He has produced 

several installations, workshops and radio events. He collaborates with many artists and on international 

projects. Former resident of Bastion XIV, he works in a workshop at SemenceRie and integrates the 

new project of the COOP Workshops in Strasbourg. He is a member of the Artistic Council of the art 

place Syndicat Potentiel.

CHRISTOPHE LE BLAY    Artistic co-designer and co-coordinator

He focuses the diversity of movements. The artistic fields he gets accross question choreographic art in 

its aesthetic and political relationship to the world. Winner of the Pistoletto Foundation’s 2012 prize for 

Room without a roof, he continues his work on transdisciplinary creations such as Canons. Since 2008, 

he has been working with Renaud Herbin to develop a common and singular approach to the relation 

between bodies and objects.

EMMA MERABET    Researcher – Tracing Lab 

A researcher in the performing arts, she devotes her work to contemporary aesthetics which, at the 

crossroads of theatrical, visual and choreographic writing, try to reactivate a concrete, poetic and 

ecological link to the matter. She continues her reflections in a doctoral thesis: «The future-installation of 

the theatre: thinking about what animates the post-anthropocentric scene». Her field of exploration has 

led her to contribute to the COI journal, of which she is a member of the editorial board since 2016. She 

participated in the RICOI in 2017.



DOMINIQUE NITKA    Matter-made Agent 

A naturalist technician, he has been working for 40 years at the Zoological Museum of Strasbourg 

where he initially began, during the re-creation of the position of taxidermist, under the status of museum 

guardian. The title of best worker in France was awarded to him in 1991 and he was the only holder of 

the Master’s Certificate in 1992. He is a member of the Verband Deutscher Präparatoren, a group of 

trainers in biology, medicine, paleontology, mineralogy and geology.

MARTA PEREIRA    Matter-made Agent

A graduate of EASR and holder of a degree in Scenography from ESMAE in Portugal, she joined 

ENSAD in Paris in the 2nd year of her degree and participated in the 3rd year of a project at Yasar 

University in Izmir. She joined the 10th class of ESNAM from which she graduated in 2017. Currently 

actress and puppeteer on the latest creation of the Nouveaux ballets du Nord Pas de Calais, she is also 

a companion at the Tas de Sable - Ches Panses Vertes where she works on her own creative projects. 

As a puppet builder, she runs workshops with different audiences.

LIISA ROZIKOVA    Interpret - Tracing Lab

Third RICOI edition project participant and Strasbourg University M.A. in contemporary art studyings, 

Liisa Rozikova works currently at several Parisian museums. She is responsible for receiving international 

public and initiating it to new exhibitions.

DAVID SÉCHAUD   Matter-made Agent

Graduated from the HEAR in scenography section, he conceives the theatrical space in a round 

trip between model, prototype and experiments on stage. Through improvisation and play, space is 

built. This process becomes the driving force behind his creations. He collaborates in this sense with 

L’Accord Sensible, Le Mythe de la Taverne, Espèce de collectif, Christophe Le Blay... With the company 

Placement libre, he carries his own creations including Monsieur Microcosmos and Archivolte.

PATRICK SIMS    Artist-in - Correspondence

After his studies in cinema and animation at Middlebury College, USA, during which he became 

passionate about puppetry, he worked with the Bread and Puppet Theater, studied shadow theatre in 

Java, and began a doctorate at Trinity College Dublin, about the Pataphysics of Puppetry, Alfred Jarry 

and the inhuman performer. After 5 years as artistic director of the Buchingers’ Boot Marionnettes, 

he co-founds Les Antliaclastes in 2010 and leads several projects in theatre, installation, music and 

multimedia electronic opera.

ONDINE TRAGER    Matter-made Agent 

After a degree in performing arts at the University of Strasbourg, she joined the Régie section of the 

Drama Higher School of the TNS in 2011. After graduating, she moved on to lighting design and 

collaborated with J-M. Eder, T. Vergés, A. Gindt, B. Abitan, M. Marfaing. She directs her work towards 

a dynamic conception of light that experiences and brings into play the movements of the stage, 

participating in the dramaturgy. It is in the continuation of this research that she is currently collaborating 

with J. Steiner, P. Schirck or A. Cegarra.

ÉLISE VIGNERON    Artist-in- Correspondence

Trained in plastic arts, circus and then puppetry arts at the ESNAM from which she graduated in 2005, 

Elise Vigneron develops a language at the crossroads of plastic arts, theatre and movement. From 

2005 to 2011, she worked with the Théâtre de Nuit company directed by Aurélie Morin and then 

created the Théâtre de l’Entrouvert company in 2009. She collaborates with artists with a variety of 

backgrounds (Uta Gebert, Helène Barreau, Eloi Recoing, Eleonora Gimenez, Gang Peng...) as well as 

with researchers.  



The TJP Centre Dramatique National Strasbourg - Grand Est has been designing and running the 

Rencontres Internationales Corps-Objet-Image every two years since 2013.

Centre Dramatique National (CDN) since 1991, the TJP is a cultural structure of public interest, 

mandated by local authorities as part of a national policy of decentralization and development of the 

drama art, with production, dissemination and research and development as missions. 

Currently the only CDN directed by a puppeteer, Renaud HERBIN, the TJP aims at unfolding and 

making contemporary creation to its widest extent, particularly within its relation to the contemporary 

Pupetry Arts. The TJP project seeks to reconsider artistic practices that involve objects in a mutually 

illuminating relationship with those of the body and of the movement, of the visual arts and of the image. 

The purpose is to create unexpected connections and variations in our ways of perceiving, strarting 

from this Body-Object-Image triangle, thus defining many fields of experimentation from which both 

professional and amateur artistic practices arise and interact. The CDN intends to offer audiences and 

artists a strong and multiple aesthetic, allowing different forms of performing arts to emerge.

The TJP Centre Dramatique National Strasbourg - Grand Est is supported by Strasbourg Eurométropole, 

the Ministry of Culture and Communication (DRAC Grand Est), the Grand Est Region and the Conseil 

départemental du Bas-Rhin.

The TJP partners for this 4th édition of the Rencontres Internationales Corps-Objet-Image 
are : 
HEAR, Rhine Higher College of Art 
TNS, Strasbourg National Theatre 
Jardin des Sciences / Strasbourg University / Seismology Museum 
Musées de la Ville de Strasbourg / Zoological Museum 
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TJP PETITE SCÈNE
TJP GRANDE SCÈNE

HEAR

TNS

MUSÉE DE SISMOLOGIE

MUSÉE ZOOLOGIQUE

PORT DU RHIN
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MUSÉE DE SISMOLOGIE 

Salle Educative        Foam Lab

5 Rue René Descartes, dans le

Jardin Botanique

Tram C, E ou F / Arrêt Gallia 

MUSÉE ZOOLOGIQUE

Salle Educative        Zoomorph Lab

29 Boulevard de la Victoire

Tram C, E ou F / Arrêt Gallia 

TJP GRANDE SCÈNE (GS)

Plateau         

      Echoes’ Chamber, Tracing Lab, COI Exchange, Public openings 

Salle Ray        

      After Lab, Catering

7 rue des balayeurs

Tram C, E ou F / Arrêt Universités

STUDENT LABS

TJP PETITE SCÈNE (PS)

Foyer         White Screen Lab

Plateau        Anthropomorph Lab

1 rue du pont Saint-Martin

Tram A ou D / Arrêt Langstross Grand’Rue

TNS - Théâtre National de Strasbourg

Salle Elfriede Jelineck de l’ESAD       

       Slime & Light Lab 

1 Avenue de la Marseillaise

Tram C ou E / Arrêt République

HEAR - Haute École des Arts du Rhin

Salle 5 de l’Annexe        Salvaged Matter Lab 

1 rue de l’Académie

Tram C, E ou F / Arrêt Universités

 

 

 

 

 

OUTDOOR LAB

PORT DU RHIN

Locality  « Cour des Douanes »

Tram D / Stop Port du Rhin



NOTES



Consulate General of Germany - 6 quai Mullenheim - 03 88 24 67 00

Consulate General of China  - 35 rue Bautain - 03 88 45 32 21 ou 22

Consulate of Israel  - 20 rue Gottfried - 03 90 21 52 12 - 06 08 21 10 09

Consulate General of Italia  - Metz - 03 87 38 58 70 ou 71

Consulate General of Czechia  - 2 rue Baldung Grien - 03 88 36 86 88

Permanent Representation of the United Kingdom - 18 rue Gottfried

03 88 35 00 78

EMERGENCY

Général - 112 / Samu - 15 / Police Secours - 17 / Firefighters - 18

SOS Doctors 24/24 +33 (0)3 88 75 75 75

Hospital 24h/24h 1 place de l’hôpital civil - 03 88 11 67 68

PHARMACY

TJP GS / HEAR / Museums Pharmacie de l’Ange 43 quai des bateliers 

TJP PS Pharmacie de l’Homme de Fer 2 place de l’homme de fer 

TNS Pharmacie de la Marseillaise 6 avenue de la Marseillaise

ARTISTIC COORDINATION 

Christophe LE BLAY +33 (0) 6 15 94 06 00

Michaël CROS + 33 (0)6 84 13 84 11 

laboscoi@tjp-strasbourg.com  
 

LINGUISTIC RESOURCE 

Spencer BAMBROUGH spencerbambrough@gmail.com 

ORGANISATION & ADMINISTRATION

Emeline TOURNAIRE + 33 (0)3 90 23 68 22 / +33 (0)6 29 44 29 21

ressources@tjp-strasbourg.com

Adèle LHOUTELLIER + 33 (0)7 75 26 60 08

TECHNIQUE

Technical Director / Technical referent  TJP Petite Scène et sites partenaires

Henri-Claude SOLUNTO + 33 (0) 6 62 92 68 63

General stage manager / Technical referent  TJP Grande Scène

Thomas FEHR + 33 (0) 6 62 96 68 66

technique@tjp-strasbourg.com

CONTACTS 
& USEFUL NUMBERS



Model of the Echoes’ Chamber of the Rencontres 
Internationales Corps-Objet-Image made by David 
Séchaud. Painting by Willem de Heusch (Italian 
landscape, 17th century, Musée des Beaux-Arts 
de Strasbourg) photographed by M. Bertola. Photo 
Benoit Schupp.

TJP Centre Dramatique National Strasbourg - Grand Est 
Petite Scène | 1 rue du pont Saint-Martin

Grande Scène | 7 rue des Balayeurs
67000 Strasbourg

LICENCE N° 1/106 34 56 - 2/106 34 57 et 106 34 58  - 3/106 34 59

www.tjp-strasbourg.com / www.corps-objet-image.com

> www.tjp-strasbourg.com

VEN 12 AVRIL À 19H
GRANDE SCÈNE

CORPS-OBJET-IMAGE

CONFÉRENCE - DÉBAT
DIDIER DEBAISE
4èmes RENCONTRES INTERNATIONALES

LICENCES : 1/106 34 56 • 1/106 34 57 • 2/106 34 58 • 3/106 34 59 / PHOTO © www.benoitschupp.fr

CENTRE DRAMATIQUE NATIONAL
STRASBOURG / GRAND EST

Étudiant.e.s en arts,
artistes et chercheur.euse.s
inventent ensemble


